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Abstract

In studying glass morphology one often uses models, which describe it
it as a strongly viscous Newtonian fluid. In this paper we shall study two
types of problems encountered in glass technology. One is dealing with so
called sintering, as plays a role in e.g. producing high quality glasses and
the other with producing packing glass by the so called pressing. We give a
Stokes model for describing these processes and discuss various aspects of
the evolution of both forming problems. The sintering problem is solved by
a boundary element method, for which an interesting analytical tool is em
ployed in order to avoid numerical instabilities. The pressing problem actu
ally deals with the morphology of a bottle or jar. Here we focus on simulating
the glass flow. We first show how to deal with the temperature separately, by
a suitable dimension analysis. Then we consider the flow of the glass in a
domain with partially free, partially moving boundary. We give a number of
numerical examples to sustain our result.

1 Introduction

For many years glass technology has been a craft based on expertise and experi
mental knowledge, reasonably sufficient to keep the products and the production
competitive. Over the last twenty years mathematical modelling of the various as
pects of the production has become increasingly decisive, however. This is induced
in part by fierce competition from other materials, notably polymers, which e.g.
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have found their way in the food packing industry. For another part this is a con
sequence of environmental concerns. It is not so much the waste (glass is 100 %
recyclable, a strong advantage to most competitors) as well as the energy consump
tion. One should realise that the melting process of sand to liquid glass makes up
for the largest cost factor of the product. To give an idea of the relative importance
of the present industry some figures: In the European Union about 25 Megaton of
glass is being produced, which represents 30 billion ECU worth. The industry em
ploys over 200,000 people. Two thirds of the glass production is meant for packing
("jars and bottles"). Float glass (as used for panes) makes up for one quarter. The
rest is for special products like CRTs and fibres.

Production of glass forms goes more or less along the following lines: First
grains and additives, like soda, are being heated in a tank. This can be a device
several tens of metres long and a few metres high and wide (width being larger
than height). Here gas burners or electric heaters provide for the heat necessary to
warm up the material till some 1400 0c. At one end the liquid glass comes out
and is e.g. led to a pressing or blowing machine, or it ends up on a bed of liquid
tin, where it spreads out to become float glass (for pane, wind shields etc.). In the
latter case the major problems are to have a smooth flow from the oven on the bed
and to control the spreading and flattening. The pressing and blowing process is
used in producing packing glass. To obtain a glass form often a two-stage process
is being used: first a blob of hot glass is pressed into a mould to form a so called
parison. Here it is cooled down (the mould is kept at 500°C) such that a small
skin of solid glass is formed. This parison is then blown into its final shape. Such a
pressing/blowing machinery can produce a number of products at the same time; as
a result a more or less steady flow of glass products is coming out on a belt, which
then have to be cooled down further in a controlled way such that the remaining
stresses are as small as possible (and thus the strength is optimal).

Sometimes only pressing is needed. This is the case in the production of CRTs.
Here a stamp is pressed into liquid glass and after lifting it again a certain morphol
ogy should have been transferred onto the glass screen.

As a final application of glass we may mention fibres. Glass fibres are e.g.
used to produce insulation material. A modern application is for transmitting op
tical signals. These optical fibres need to consist of very pure glass and have a low
porosity. One of the processes to produce this is through a so called sol-gel process
which amounts to chemical purification. The result of this are pure, though strong,
glass particles. Through heating they melt together to a larger compact, a process
which is called sintering. The eventual outcome of this is should be a dense glass
compact [9].
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All these processes involve the flow of the (viscous) glass in combination with
heat exchange. Although these two are closely intertwined we shall show in this
paper that they can often be decoupled, thus effectively leading to isothermal flow
problems on one hand and temperature problems on the other. For some overviews,
see e.g. [2] [14] [10] [13].

This paper is built up as follows. In Section 2 we shall derive the basic flow
equations that will playa role in our models. Then Section 3 is devoted to the sin
tering problem. We shall explain how we can describe the sintering of two cylin
ders (circles) numerically. This is typical for a more general compact of glass par
ticles, which, however, is too complicated to deal with. The subsequent section,
Section 4, also gives an analytical method which can even handle the touching of
two such cylinders. Then in Section 5 we discuss the second problem, the press
ing of glass in a mould. We describe the model and pay special attention to the
heat exchange problem. In Section 6 the evolutionary process of the glass flow
is considered numerically. An important practical problem here is the numerical
conservation of mass. This is discussed in Section 7.

2 Modeling

Glass may be viewed as a frozen liquid, i.e. it has an amorfic structure. At suf
ficiently high temperatures (say above 600°C) it behaves like an incompressible
Newtonian fluid, which means that for a given dynamic viscosity 'f}, a velocity v
and a pressure p, the stress tensor T is given by

T = -pI + 'f}(grad v + grad VT) (2.1)

This constitutive relation should be used to close the equations that actually de
scribe the motion of glass blob, the momentum equation (2.2) and the continuity
equation (2.3):

p (~; + (grad V)T v) = pf+ div T,

where p denotes the mass density and f the volume forces on the blob,

divv = O.

Using (2.1) in (2.2) we obtain

p (~; + (grad vlv) = pf - grad p + div ('f}(grad v + grad vT
))
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In the two problems we shall study in this paper we anticipate the viscous forces
(div T) to dominate in (2.2). To see this we shall reformulate our equations in di
mensionless form, for which we need some characteristic quantities.

First we remark that the only acting volume force in the process is gravity, so
Ilfll ~ lOmls2

• We define

- 1f:=-f.
Ilfll

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7a)

(2.7c)

(2.7b)

The viscosity 17 is assumed to be constant, say 170 ~ 104 kg1ms. Normally there is
no need to introduce a dimensionless viscosity, but we shall nevertheless do this.
Thus, let since it may be highly temperature dependent

_ 1
17 := -17·

170

A typical average velocity Vo (which is 10-1mls or much smaller), say Vo ~

10- 1 m1s, can be used as a characteristic velocity. As a characteristic length scale
we take L(~ 10-2 m, or smaller). We now define the dimensionless quantities

_._ x
x.- L'
_ v
V'--.- Vo'

L
p:=-p.

170Vo

A proper choice as characteristic time scale is the ratio LI Vo (~ 10-1 s). So, let
us finally define

_ Vo
t:= Lt.

Substituting all dimensionless quantities into (2.3), (2.4) yields

Re (a~ + (grad v)T v) = Ref - grad p +div (~(grad v+ grad vT)),at Fr

divv = o.

(2.7d)

(2.8a)

(2.8b)

All spatial derivatives in (2.8) have to be taken with respect to the dimensionless
variable x. In (2.8a) two dimensionless numbers appear, namely the Reynolds num
ber (Re) and the quotient of the Reynolds number and the Froude number (Re/Fr),
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defined by

Re:= VoLp, Re._ pllfllL2

170 Fr 170 Vo
The Reynolds number indicates the ratio between inertial forces and viscous forces
and the quotient of the Reynolds number and the Froude number indicates the ra
tio between volume forces (i.e. gravity) and viscous forces. The two numbers are
estimated by

(2.9)Re ~ 10-4,
Re_ ~ 10-3 .

Fr

From this we conclude that the viscous forces dominate indeed. Thus, the flow
describing the equations are (rewritten in its dimensionless form)

grad p = div (17 (grad v + grad vT
)) ,

divv = O.

(2. lOa)

(2.lOb)

(2.11 )

These equations of course the Stokes creepingjiow equations. These Stokes equa
tions require further boundary conditions in order to be able to solve the vector v.
Actually they will be kinematic constraints, changing with time t, describing the
evolution of the blob. We shall specify these Be for the two situations in the subse
quent section. They have in common that at least one part of the boundary is free.
Hence, besides finding the velocity vet) we then need to find this free boundary.
The actual displacements x satisfy the ODE

dx
- = vex).
dt

Numerically we shall deal with these problems in a two stage sweep: Suppose we
have a domain get), describing the glass blob. Then solve (2.10) (approximately)
and use velocity field on the boundary to compute a new domain get + !:1t), using
(2.11) and the Be.

3 Viscous sintering

Sintering is the process of bringing a powder of metals, ionic crystals, or glasses
(a compact) to such a high temperature that sufficient mobility is present to release
the excess free energy of the surface of the powder, thereby joining the particles
together. The driving force arises from the excess free energy of the surface of the
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powder over that of the solid material. For a survey of the most important papers
about sintering we refer to the book edited by Somiya and Moriyoshi [12].

We are interested in the case of sintering glasses, see also [11] [9]. There the
material transport can be modelled as a viscous incompressible Newtonian volume
flow, driven solely by surface tension (viscous sintering), i.e. the Stokes creeping
flow equations hold. The geometry of such a sintering compact is usually very
complex. Because of this it is impossible to give a deterministic description of the
flow in such a compact as a whole. We shall therefore investigate simple geome
tries in 2-D only. For more general compacts see e.g. [15] [16] [8].

Let us denote the compact (blob) at time t by Q( and its boundary by f (, see fig.
1 Then the driving force of the boundary movement is a tension in the direction of
the normal n; the latter being proportional to the local curvature, K of the boundary.
Thus we obtain

Tn = (divn)n = Kn. (3.1)

Our only interest is the movement of the boundary f, i.e. only the velocity
at the boundary is required (from which we can calculate the shape evolution of
the body directly). Therefore this problem is ideally suited to be solved numeri
cally by a Boundary Element Method (BEM). To do this, we have to reformulate
the problem as an integral equation over the boundary. This is done in terms of a
boundary distribution of hydrodynamical single- and double-layer potentials, see
also Ladyzhenskaya [7].

When the boundary is sufficiently "smooth", the integral formulation that can
be derived for the Stokes equations at a point, say x, reads in matrix notation (see
also [6])

Cv(X) +i Q(x, y)vdfy = i U(x, y)bdfy- (3.2)

Here C, Q(x, y) and U(x, y) are 2x2 matrices with coefficients Cij, qij anduij, i, j =
1, 2 respectively:

{
8ij

cij = 1
-8··2 IJ

XEQ

x E f,
(3.3)

6
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(3.5)1 [ 1 2 2 rirj]
Uij = - -Oij-[og[r l + r 2 ] + 2 2'

4n 2 rl +r2

where oij is the Kronecker delta, ri := Xi - Yi, i, j = 1, 2, and the vector b is the
boundary curvature in the normal direction, i.e.

b=Kn. (3.6)

The integral equation (3.2) (or, equivalently, the equations (1.3), (1.4) and (3.1))
which has to be solved for a fixed boundary, does not ensure a unique solution v.
Clearly, we need to add three extra conditions (equations) to account for the de
grees of freedom with respect to translation and rotation.

We follow the approach of Hsiao, Kopp and Wendland [5], for making the inte
gral equation (3.2) uniquely solvable for a fixed boundary. This is done by adding
three additional variables Wi to this integral equation which prescribe the transla
tion and rotation, i.e.

Cv(x) +i Q(x, y)vdry + V(x)w = [ U(x, y)bdry , (3.7)

where V is a 2 x 3 matrix defined by

V = [010 X2] (3.8)1 -Xl .

Now, three additional equations have to be given to ensure that the boundary
velocity is defined uniquely. In order to prescribe the translation freedom, we for
mulate the problem to be stationary at a (reference) point in the fluid, say xr

• With
regard to this reference point the velocity of the boundary points is computed. The
most natural choice for this reference point is the centre of mass: the point where
the gravity forces would grip the body, thus:

v(xr
) = O. (3.9)

Using this, we derive from the integral formulation (3.2) and x = xr the following
two equations

i Q(xr
, y)vdry =i U(xr

, y)bdry • (3.10)

Furthermore we assume the tangential component of the velocity at the boundary
to be zero, i.e.

i (v, r)dr = 0,
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Figure 3.1: Two sintering cylinders with equal diameters. The same mesh is used
through the simulation

where r is the tangential vector of the boundary. Combining this with Stokes for
mula it follows from equation (3.11) that the flow in Q is irrotational.

In a practical implementation we have to determine the grid on r in an appro
priate way; for more see [16]. Special care has to be taken with respect to the com
putation of the curvature. Indeed, if we use finite differences to approximate dif
ferential quotients we are facing problems when the distance between gridpoints is
too small. In fig.3.1 we have illustrated this for the coalescence of two circles (ac
tually cylinders in a 3-D setting) the time after the actual touching took place. At
this touching point a so called neck is developing at which the curvature is still ex
tremely high. The results show numerical instability. In order to cure this problem
we shall invoke some analytical tools first.
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4 The Analytical Solution for the coalescence of two
equal circles

In this section we give the analytical solution for the coalescence of two equal cir
cles and we introduce some notation for the main properties of this solution. These
are the initial radius R of both circles, the measure of contact between both circles
and the boundary curvature at the contact.

The analytical solution for the evolution of two equal coalescing circles has
been derived by Hopper [4]. He described the evolution of these circles in terms
of a time-dependent mapping function z = x + iy = Q (~, t) of the unit circle,
conformal on I~ I ::::: 1. The time evolution of the map was given in parametric
form. In these papers, the equations derived are valid for the coalescence of two
circles with initial radius tJ2. Here it turns out that we may take

(4.1)

where e ili describes the contour of the unit circle and v = vet) is a function with
values E [0, 1]. For v ~ 1 we have a touching of the two circles.

Following Hopper [3], we can derive parametric equations for the evolution of
two coalescing circles both with initial radius R and centres (R, 0) and (- R, 0)
each

(l - v2)(l + v)R-J2 sin 8
y(8, v) =

(l - 2v cos 28 + v2)J1 + v2

x(8, v)
(l - v2)(l - v)R-J2 cos 8

(l - 2v cos 28 + v2)J1 + v2

(4.2)

and for the time t (as function of v)

( Jr R 11
dkt v)=-

J2 v kJ1 + k2K(k)

Here K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind defined by

9
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The degree of coalescence is specified by the parameter v, which decreases from
1 to °if time increases (t is going to infinity as v ~ 0), and the boundary curve is
specified by the parameter (), which is varifying from °to 2Jr. Of course, at t = 0,
both circles are making contact at the origin.

Of special interest is the region where the circles are touching. In our example,
the line of contact is the y-axis during the evolution. Let r be the contact radius
between both circles, and denote the point on the boundary at the line of contact
in the positive direction by xn , i.e. xn = (0, r). Recall that we called this point the
neck.

In the analytical solution (4.2) the neck is occurring at () = Jr/2 during the evo
lution. Thus for the contact radius r, as a function of the parameter v, the following
holds

(
Jr ) (l - v)R-/2

rev) = y -, v = .
2 Jl + v2

(4.5)

Note that as v ~ 0, i.e. t ~ 00, then r ~ R-/2, which is the radius of the circle
the shape evolution is approaching as time increases.

By solving for the parameter v as function of the contact radius r, we obtain
from (4.5)

2R2 - rJ4R2 - r2
v = v (r) = --------:--

2R2 - r2 (4.6)

For the curvature of the neck, say K n , we can derive from the parametric equations
(4.2)

()
XeeYe - X8Ye8

Kn V = ----..,.--
(x~ + y~)~ 8=}-

(l - 6v + v2)Jl + v2

(l - V)3 R-/2
(4.7)

Remark that as v ~ 0, i.e. t ~ 00, then Kn ~ -l/R-/2, as assumed. The
derived neck curvature (4.7) can be written as a function of the contact radius r;
from equations (4.6) and (4.7), we obtain

4R2 3
Kn(r) = - --.

r 3 r
(4.8)

Using this formula, rather than a numerical derivation of the curvature gives satis
factory results, see figA.l.
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Figure 4.1: Two sintering cylinders with equal diameters. A mesh verification is
done at each time step.

We can now also analyze the effect of a small perturbation of the initial con
tact radius r, r +c, say, both circles having initial radius R (see figA.2). Although
depicted in one graph they may represent the boundaries at different time points.
So consider the parametric equations (4.2) as function of Rand t (i.e. v). A mea
sure for the difference between both shapes is given by the derivative of x, y with
respect to R.

.. .
....

..•..
!

!r
-R R

Figure 4.2: The coalescence of two equal circles.
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x(O, v) =

Using (4.5), the parametric equations (4.2) can be written as

r(1 - v2) cos 0

1+ v2 - 2v cos 20
(4.9)

yeO, v) = r(1 + v2) sin 0

1+ v2 - 2v cos 20

We have to consider the equations (4.2) as a function of r (and t). The deriva
tive of x and y with respect to r will then be a measure for the deviation between
the two curves.

For the derivative of v with respect to r, we obtain after squaring, taking the
derivative of equation (4.5) and using the relation (4.6)

ov

or

Now define a normalized radius

2R2(l- vf
r2J4R2 - r2

(4.10)

; := r/(Rv'2),

then we derive the following relation between v and; (so r)

1 - v ;

1 + v J2 _;2

If we moreover write

(4.11)

~ = cosO,

we find, by taking the derivatives of (4.8) with respect to r, and restricting ourselves
to the first quadrant, using (4.9),

ox (1 - V2)~ 2(1 - V)2[(1 + v)2 - 2(1 + v2)e]~

or (1 + v)2 - 4V~2 + ;J2 - ;2((1 + V)2 - 4V~2)2 '

oy
or

(1 - v)\/l- ~2

(1 + V)2 - 4V~2

4(1 + v)(1 - v)3~\h - ~2

;J2 - ;2((1 + V)2 - 4v~2)2'

(4.12)

Again our interest is mainly the neck region, i.e. ~ is small. Using (4.8) and (4.10)
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we derive for (4.1)

ax

ar

ay

ar

y 2y'2xy~

r rR(2-,2)~·

(4.13)

Using 0 :::: , < 1, one may check that maximum absolute values in (4.13) are given
by

I
ax I y~ ( 2Y )-a;: :::: R)2(l _ ~2) 1+ )1 _ ~2 '

l

ay I y ( 2y'2x~)- <- 1+ .
ar - r R (4.14)

In the neck region y is 0 (r) and x small, i.e. from (4.14) we conclude that a small
change of the contact radius r of the coalescing circles will not perturb the shape
of the neck region, even when r is small.

The relation (4.8) for the (exact) neck curvature gives also information about
the effect of a change of the contact radius r on this curvature. From (4.8) it follows
that the derivative of the neck curvature, with respect to r, is given by

aKn 12R2 3
-=---+-.
ar r 4 r2 (4.15)

(4.16)

Thus a small change of the radius r has an 0 (~) effect on the neck curvature, i.e.
when the contact radius is small the curvature is changed dramatically. Conversely,
we also have,

ar r4

aKn 12R2 + 3r2'

i.e. a change of the neck curvature gives only an 0 (r4 ) effect on the contact radius
r.

A measure for the time difference between the shapes at time t and t is given
by the derivative of t with respect to r, i.e. taking the derivative of equation (4.3)
and using (4.5), (4.9), we derive

at JrJ1 + v2

aR 2vK(v)J2 _,2
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Figure 5.1: The pressing phase.

Using asymptotic expansions for K (J)) one can show that I;;J~ I is small, when the
time t is not too large. We conclude that the neck evolution is a smooth function
of the time.

The above analysis shows that a small change of the contact radius is hardly
perturbing the global shape of the neck region. Only the curvature of the neck (a
local effect) is changed dramatically when r is small.

We finally remark that the curvature approximations here can be used more
generally in the computation of rather complicated blobs. For more details see
[16].

5 Pressing of glass

As stated in Section 1 there is a large variety of application of glass products. The
previous sections dealt with particles of milimeter size. In this section we consider
viscous flows arising in the production of packing glass, such as bottles and jars
which are of order of 10 em size. Typically this is a two stage process. First a blob
of glass is pressed in a mould, by a plunger, to a certain preform, the so called
parison (see fig 5.1), which then is blown into the finally desired shape (see fig.5.2).
We shall only consider the first stage, i.e. the pressing, here. Since the mould
and the plunger are axisymmetric we shall assume the entire problem to be so. In
practice the initial form of the glass blob may not be axisymmetric, but will not
deviate too much from this form in a well controlled production process.

We thus can study an essential 2-D flow/energy problem in a time varyfying
domain Q t as depicted in fig.5.3

14



Figure 5.2: The blowing phase.

Figure 5.3: 2-D problem.
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In cylindrical coordinates the Stokes equations (2.10) can be written as

ap = rJ [a
2
u + a

2
u + ~ au] ,

az az2 ar2 r ar

(5.1 a)

au av v
0= - + - + -. (5.1 b)

az az r

Here u and v are the velocities in the z and the r directions respectively.
In contrast to the sintering problem we do not have an isothermal situation here,

at least not in principle. As a consequence the viscosity rJ may not be constant,
and in fact may vary quite wildly, as a function of the temperature. Note that the
temperature T and the viscosity rJ of glass are related through the Vogel-Fulcher
Tamman relation [10]

rJ = K exp(Eoj(T - To))· (5.1)

Here K is some constant, Eo the viscosity activation energy and To a fixed temper
ature.

In dimensionless quantities (Section 2) the velocity and the temperature are
coupled through the energy equation, written for the axisymmetric case for an in
compressible stationary flow with constant heat conductivity and heat capacity as
cf [1]

(
aT aT) 1 (a

2
T 1 aT a

2
T)v-+u- =- -+--+- +

ar az Pe ar2 r ar az2

~; (2 (::)' +2(:~) (:~) +2(:~)' + (:~) 2 + (:~) ') .

(5.2)

Here Ec is the Eckhard number, defined as (cf Section 2)

U2

Ec := --, (5.3)
cpfj.T

where cp is the specific heat and fj.T the temperature drop. Pe is the Peelet num
ber, defined as

pULk
Pe =. 2 '

rJ Cp

16
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T"l

Figure 5.4: 2-D domain.

where k is the thermal conductivity. For glass we obtain

1 . -4- .=6.2·10 ,
Pe

Ec 4
- = 1.2·10- .
Re

Both are very small, so we can ignore the heat conduction and thermal production
terms (the second and third term in equation (5.3)) and thus the energy equation
simplifies to:

aT aT
u-+v-=O.az ar

This equation is solved by the system

dz dr dT
dt = u, dt = v, dt = 0,

(5.5)

(5.6)

from which we see that the temperature remains constant along the streamlines. If
we start with a uniform temperature field, it will remain uniform everywhere.

Now if we include the cooling of the wall we can do the following: Let Qp,

Qg, Q m denote the plunger (p), glass (g) and mould (m) domains respectively (see
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(5.7)

fig.5A). Then the energy equation is simply given by

1 aT;
k

i
at' = /),.T;, i E {p, g, m},

where ki is the thermal conductivity. One can estimate the numerical values of
these to find

km = kg = 6.2· 10-7 [m2/s], thermal diffusivity.
k p = km = 1.7 . 1O-5[m2/s], thermal diffusivity.

We observe that a p = am » a g , and this implies that when the heat process of
the glass starts, the heat processes of the plunger and the mould are already in the
steady state. This means that the temperature Tp = Tp(O) and Tm = TmCO). Hence
the three heat processes are not coupled.

Now we have for the glass process the following boundary value problem

The boundary conditions are given by ;:J; = 0 on r g u r ga,

kg ;:J; = hgpCTg - Top) on rgp ,

kg ;:J; = hgmCTg - Tom) on r gm ,

where hgp is the contact conductance between the glass and the plunger and hgm
is the contact conductance between the glass and the mould. The contact conduc
tance depends on the surface roughness, the interface pressure and temperature,
the thermal conductivities of the contacting materials and the type of fluids or gas
in the gap, and is about hgp = hgm = 2 . 103[W/m2 j.c].

On the two boundaries Qgp and Qgm we have a temperature drop, depending
on the contact conductances, and a boundary layer, depending on the thermal dif
fusivity of the glass. One can prove that the asymptotic behaviour of the boundary
layer is the errorfunction erfc(r/ J4kg t).

6 Computation of the flow

Since we now may assume the flow to be isothermal after all we can concentrate
on solving the Stokes equation, subject to kinematic boundary conditions. So con
sider the configuration in fig.6.1 Let r t = aQt be the boundary of Qt. It is easy to
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Figure 6.1: 2-D domain.

see that rr consists of four parts:

r r = r m U r f u r p u r s,

corresponding to the mould, free boundary, plunger, and symmetric part respec
tively. As glass during the process is assumed to be a fluid, no-slip boundary con
ditions can be assumed for correspondent parts of boundary r r:

(6.1)

v = 0,

where vp is the velocity of the plunger.
A symmetry boundary condition is required for r s:

VII - 0,

avs 0, (6.2)-an
ap

0.-an
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At the free boundary the normal stress must be equal to the external pressure
Po, which is assumed to be constant. The tangential stress must be equal to zero.
Hence:

aVn
p-2/L- - Po,an

(6.3)
aVn avs-+- = 0.at an

One should note that (6.1) provides for kinematic boundary conditions. Indeed,
the domain nt, corresponding to the region occupied by the glass at time t, is time
dependent and changes during the process. The method of solution is now to use
a Stokes solver (we actually use a finite element method) on the domain Qr, and
employ the thus found velocity field to simulate the evolution.

Let x: [0, T] x Qo~ IR2 be such a mapping that:

where Q t is the problem domain as defined before. Then the relation between the
velocity field and the domain geometry can be described by the initial value prob
lem:

dx(t)

dt
v(x(t)), t E [0, T],

x(O) = no
(6.4)

The velocity field v(x(t)) can be obtained by solving Stokes equations in Qt. How
ever, one should realize that the geometry of Q t depends on that velocity field.

In order to overcome this problem we will use the following strategy. Let us
define

tn = n!:lt, n = 1, ... ,N,

such that to = 0, tN = T. After discretization and solving Stokes equations with
correspondent boundary conditions in Q tn (which are assumed to be defined) we
obtain the velocity field vn . Instead of (6.4) we solve the initial value problem:

dx(t)

dt
(6.5)
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At a particular for any point x7 on the free boundary r f we may consider this
as a Lagrangian displacement, which we may e.g. discretize by the explicit Euler
method:

(6.6)

The local error for this algorithm is of the first order in l:i.t.
The geometry of Qtn+l can be obtained now, and hence the boundary conditions

required for solving the flow equations at tn+l can be defined. The same procedure
is repeated then until the final geometry Q tN and corresponding flow quantities will
have been computed. Instead of Euler explicit it is possible to use more sophisti
cated integration schemes. For our problem it turns out to be one of the most im
portant aspects.

Consider first in more detail the deformation of the free boundary during a time
step. Applying formula (6.6) for a point x7 at the boundary rj (i.e. the boundary

r,. at time tn ) with corresponding velocities v7, we see that some of the points x7+1

don't belong to the domain as defined by the mould and the plunger. Let us denote
the latter by 8 tn+1• This configuration is changed explicitly by moving the plunger
at each time iteration. We now simply clip displacement outside this 8 tn+1 , see
fig.6.2. So the position ofx7+1 is defined now by intersection ofx7+1 + span{v7}
and 8 tn+1

(6.7)

Here (Xi is chose such that

Qtn+l C 8 tn+1•

We shall call this algorithm the clip algorithm. Note that for the local error in (6.7)
we have

Ilxi(tn+l) - x7+
1

11 Ilxi(tn) + !:i.txi(tn) - x7 - (Xil:i. tv711 D( )
-------'-- = + l:i.t =

!:i.t !:i.t

Ilxi(tn) + l:i.txi(tn) - Xi(tn) - (Xil:i.txi(tn)ll )------------- + O(l:i.t =
!:i.t

For the velocities that must be clipped ((Xi < 1) the error is apparently 0(1), al
though their contribution to the global error is still O(h).The actual values of (Xi
depend on the characteristics of the process, l:i.t and the mesh size h. In a practical
implementation the term (1 - (Xi) II Xi (tn) II should be of order !:i.t.
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Figure 6.2: Clip algorithm.

7 Mass conservation

In the previous section we described one step of the actual solution process, i.e.
solving Stokes, doing one Euler step, and clipping "non physical" values. Clearly
the latter procedure leads to the question whether mass is still conserved. The finite
volume of glass (which can be associated with the mass because of incompressibil
ity) is given a priori and equal to erN' i.e. the volume of mould-plunger system in
its final position, when the final domain is filled with glass. Numerically we may
find the mass decreasing or increasing. If this is significant (say more than 1 %)
the simulation process is useless. For example, in the case of mass decreasing we
can see that there is space left in erN and erN \QrN =1= {0}.

In order to solve this problem we can perform the process with a smaller time
step, which requires more computational time for solving the flow equations, or
increase accuracy of numerical integration by using scheme of higher order. In
creasing of mass (fig.7.1) arises because of Euler explicit, as it is not a conservative
scheme. Instead of (6.3) we shall use the following trapezoidal like algorithm:

o
Xi'

X~+l
I

!1t
_ X~ + -(v~ + vn+1)

I 2 I I '
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Figure 7.1: Volume graph using Euler explicit and different time steps.
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Figure 7.2: Volume graph for second order scheme and different time steps.

where v7 now is the velocity at Y7. The advantage of this explicit predictor-corrector
scheme is that the velocity field has to be calculated only once each time step. It is
still not conservative but at least ofhigher order. With respect to mass conservation,
simulation using the combination of the clip algorithm and (6.6) is illustrated by
fig.7.2. The mass still increases for !:1t = 0.01 because the scheme is still explicit.
The local error in (6.6) is of second order with respect to !:1t, the discretization er
ror in clip algorithm is of lower order; hence, for a smaller time step (!:1t = 0.0025)
we can see that the clip algorithm, which decreases mass by clipping the velocities,
dominates. The graph for !:1t = 0.005, which gives almost mass conservation, is
a case where Euler explicit and clip algorithms errors cancel more or less.

Using a FEM method to solve the Stokes equations and (7.1) to obtain the chang
ing geometry of Q t we can run numerical simulations up to the final stage. The
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Figure 7.3: Velocity magnitude and pressure.

final results are depicted in fig.7.3.
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